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Background: Memory and in turn, memory of pain is a reconstructive process. This study
considers the relationship between time, memory, affective states, and pain induced by running
a marathon by investigating the influence of these factors on a participant’s memory of pain
experienced after a marathon. The following two hypotheses were formulated: 1) participants’
recalled-pain of marathon experience is underestimated; and 2) the underestimation of recalled
pain would be greater for participants experiencing higher positive affect.
Methods: A longitudinal design was employed to check pain intensities of marathon
participants a) at the finish line and b) 6 months following its completion. The sample size
was based on a power analysis, and 108 marathonists rated their pain intensities and positive
and negative affects at the finish line. From this sample, 58 participants recalled their pain
experience of running the marathon 6 months later. Linear models, including computer-based
data-mining algorithms, were used.
Results: The experienced pain was higher than their recalled pain (t(55) = 3.412, p < 0.01,
d = 0.45), supporting the first hypothesis. The memory of pain faded similarly in all participants,
which did not directly support the second hypothesis. Further exploratory analysis suggested that
negative and positive affective states were related to participants’ pain memory; positive affective
states appeared to be inversely related to the recall (β = −0.289, p = 0.039).
Discussion: This study shows that time has a significant effect on memory recall and that
emotions may also influence the memory of pain. This is the first study that preliminarily
showcased the effect of positive affective states on the memory of pain induced by physical
exercise.
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There is ample evidence showcasing that memory retrieval is reconstructive and
therefore not always accurate.1 This also applies to pain recollection. Previous
studies show that both acute2–9 and chronic pain10–12 might be misremembered.
Moreover, the current literature also shows that the way in which pain is remem
bered influences subsequent pain experiences,13–15 as well as future decisions to
engage in activities that may be accompanied by pain.16,17
The majority of studies have analyzed clinical pain associated with an injury,
ailments, or medical procedures. Nevertheless, pain can also be experienced daily
and caused by activities that people voluntarily engage in and value such as sports
like running marathons. People who practice this sport can experience pain, which is
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accompanied by both negative and positive affective states of
varying intensity. Yet, relatively little research has been done
on recalling this type of pain.18–21 These previous findings
have shown that pain experienced during sports activity was
remembered as less intensive18,20,21 or accurately.19 These
results are also in line with other studies’ findings on the
memory of pain induced by positively valued experiences
like giving birth.3,22 However, factors influencing the distor
tion of pain memory induced by physical exercise have not
been thoroughly investigated.
Preceding studies have concluded that the emotional or
affective states accompanying pain experiences are signif
icant predictors of pain memory.3,5,8,11,14,15,20,23–29 These
studies mostly emphasize the role of negative
affect,5,11,14,15,20,23–26,28 whereas some recent studies sug
gest that positive affect may also be of importance, espe
cially in terms of pain associated with positively valued
experiences.3,30 One previous study shows that negative
affect experienced after reaching the marathon finish line
enabled pain memory predictions. The influence of posi
tive affect on pain memory was statistically nonsignificant, but a trend was revealed, suggesting the need
for further research.20
As there is still uncertainty regarding these factors, this
study aims to investigate the influence of time and affec
tive states on participants’ memory of pain induced by
running a marathon. Based on previous findings, it was
hypothesized that: (1) recalled pain would be underesti
mated; and (2) the underestimation of recalled pain would
be greater for participants experiencing higher positive
affect at the finish line. This study and its hypotheses
were previously preregistered at https://osf.io/bftqm and
http://osf.io/rwuz9/.

Method
Participants
A power analysis was initially conducted using the
GPower 3.1 software program to determine the necessary
sample to carry out the proposed analyses.31 A total of 45
participants were suggested after defining an a priori effect
size of 0.5,20 a one-tailed alpha level of 0.05, and β of 0.95
within a dependent or longitudinal analyses. After consid
ering a sample loss of 20%, a minimum of 54 participants
were recommended to keep the study well powered.
A total of 108 marathon runners composed the sample of
the first phase of the study. This phase was conducted at the
finish line. The second phase was conducted 6 months after the
marathon, and 56 participants were present (drop-out rate
of 48%).
Overall, 58.3% (n = 63) participants were males and
the mean age was 40.4 (SD = 8.9). Contextual variables
were also assessed: most runners considered themselves
athletes (80%) and were running the marathon alone
(65.6%). Table 1 provides descriptive characteristics of
the sample presented in both phases.

Instruments and Materials
The 11-point Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) ranging from 0 =
“no pain” to 10 = “the worst pain imaginable” was used to
measure the intensity of current and remembered pain.
Previous evidence of its psychometric properties suggests
adequate reliability and validity properties. Moderate-tohigh correlations were found between the NRS and other selfreport scales, such as the Faces Pain Scale-Revised (FPS-R;
r range across studies=0.75 to 0.93), Verbal Rating Scale
(VRS) (r range, 0.48 to 0.0.79), and the Color Analogue
Scale (CAS) (r range across studies=0.58 to 0.84).32,33 In

Table 1 Descriptive Characteristics of Participants
Demographic Variables
Sex

N

Age

Athlete

Contextual Variables
Run Alone

First Marathon

First phase of the study
Male

63 (58%)

41.21 (9.85)

44 (69.8%)

33 (52.4%)

15 (23.8%)*

Female

45 (42%)

39.17 (6.93)

32 (71.1%)

26 (57.8%)

20 (44.4%)

40.9 (10.1)
40.6 (8.1)

22 (68.8%)
18 (75.0%)

14 (43.8%)
14 (58.3%)

9 (28.1%)
12 (50%)

Total

108 (100%)

Second phase of the study
Male
Female

32 (57%)
24 (43%)

Total

56 (100%)

Note: *p < 0.05. All other comparisons were nonsignificant.
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this study, the test-retest reliability had a correlation coeffi
cient of 0.52 (95% CI 0.30 to 0.69, p < 0.001) and an
Intraclass Correlation of 0.68 (95% CI 0.50 to 0.80, p <
0.001).
The Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS),34
a 20-item self-report scale, was used to measure positive
and negative affect. The scale consists of 10 items measur
ing positive affect and 10 items measuring negative affect.
Respondents are asked to rate the extent to which they have
experienced each particular emotion within a specified per
iod with reference to a 5-point scale. The scale points are the
following: 1 “very slightly or not at all”, 2 “a little”, 3
“moderately”, 4 “quite a bit”, and 5 “very much”. Total
scores for each affect range between 0 and 50, and greater
values suggest greater emotional experience. Several dif
ferent timeframes have been used together with the
PANAS, but this current study adopted the timeframe
“now, right after having completed the marathon”. The
reliability of the data was investigated with Cronbach’s
alpha for Positive affect of 0.88 (95% CI 0.84 to 0.91) and
average inter-item correlation of 0.43. The Cronbach’s
alpha for the Negative affect was 0.76 (95% CI 0.7 to
0.83), with an average inter-item correlation of 0.26. The
entire scale had a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.87 (95% CI: 0.83
to 0.9) and average inter-item correlation of 0.2.
Sociodemographic questions were asked and answered
by each respondent, including information about age and
gender, and if participants considered themselves athletes
and were running alone. We hinted at further contact at the
end of the questionnaire, and asked if the participants
would be willing to share their contact information
(email and phone numbers) for the sake of the
study’s second stage.
This study was performed in accordance with the 1964
Helsinki Declaration and its later amendments. Ethical
approval was obtained from the ethics committee of the
Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro. Written
informed consent was obtained from all participants.

Procedures
Based on previous procedures, the current study was com
posed of two phases.18–21 The first phase was carried out
after the marathonists had finished the marathon, and
the second 6 months after completing the run.
Marathonists were invited to participate in the study once
reaching the finish line of the international marathon of
Rio de Janeiro in June 2018; the first and second authors
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explained the study, its objective, and ethical committee
approval. Those who agreed to participate were asked to:
(1) rate the intensity of their current pain using the NRS;
(2) assess their affective state according to the PANAS,
considering what they were feeling at that current moment;
and (3) reply to demographic questions, in which phone
contacts and e-mail addresses were requested. The e-mail
information was used to harmonize the two data sets (T1
and T2) and age and gender variables were used to doublecheck the computational process.
After six months of this first phase, participants were
contacted through their e-mail addresses and invited to
reply to an online form. This form was available for
a week and composed of demographic questions (such as
age and gender) and pain intensity rates. Participants were
expected to rate their recalled level of pain, namely the
pain they felt immediately after they reached the finish line
six months ago. At this time, it was emphasized that they
were being asked to recall and describe how they remem
bered the pain they felt during the first phase of the study,
rather than to recall how they had rated the pain in the first
study phase.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to summarize the data.
Categorical variables were reported as absolute values
(counts) and proportions (%), and continuous variables
were reported as means (M) and standard deviations
(SD). A summary score was computed and included the
10 positive items of PANAS and its counterpart negatives.
Following some literature recommendations, a balanced
affective state was scored by subtracting the negative
score from the positive one35–38 to use as descriptive
indicator of the overall affective status of the marathonists.
A paired t-test was carried out to test the first hypoth
esis and the second hypothesis was formally tested using
a Linear-Mixed Effect Model (LMM). In this later model,
the recalled memory (dependent variable) was regressed
on the baseline results, considering time, positive affects,
and their interaction (Time x Positive affect). Participants
were defined as random effect. Therefore, a different inter
cept value was included for each participant, with values
based on each participant’s baseline level.39
A computational-based analysis was subsequently con
ducted using a genetic algorithm, i.e., a data mining proce
dure, to further explore the predictors of the recalled memory.
All possible models were fitted and ranked through the results
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of the corrected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc). The
model with the lower AICc was defined as the final model and
its coefficients were estimated.40
The significance level was set at 0.05 and multiple com
parisons were not performed. All analyses were conducted in
the R 4.0 software program41 using the following packages:
tidyverse,42 lme4,43 lmerTest, and glmulti.40 All data, note
books, and codes are freely available on an online open
repository. The hypothesis and the statistical procedure to
check them were also preregistered at https://osf.io/rwuz9/.

Results
The second phase dropout rate was 48.1%. We compared
sociodemographic characteristics of participants who partici
pated in phase one and dropped out during phase two to rule
out the assumption that the achieved difference was related to
participant demographic features. Despite the dropout rate, the
results revealed that experienced pain was not different
between both groups (t(106) = 0.979, p = 0.329). Positive
affect (t(106) = 1.287, p = 0.201), negative affect (t(106) =
−0.925, p = 0.357), age (t(74) = 0.408, p = 0.684), and sex (X2
(1) = 0.067, p = 0.794) were also not statistically different.
The first hypothesis tested the difference between the
experienced and recalled pain and its relationship with time.
The experienced pain (M = 6.64, SD = 2.84) was significantly
higher than the recalled pain with a small to medium effect
size (M = 5.79, SD = 2.57; t(55) = 3.412, p < 0.001, d = 0.45).
This result suggests that the participants underestimated their
experienced pain in a small to moderate effect size (Table 2).
The marathonists also finished the marathon with a higher
positive affect, as their positive affect was significantly higher
than negative affect (t(107) = 25.868, p < 0.01, d = 3.3).
The second hypothesis assumed that the underestima
tion of recalled pain would be greater for participants with
higher positive affect at the finish line. If this hypothesis
were to hold, the interaction term between the positive
affect and the experienced pain score would be statistically
significant. A linear mixed model was performed by

specifying a separate intercept for each participant and
further concluded that the relationship was not significant
(b = −0.001, p = 0.974). Table 3 presents the results.
After testing the above preregistered hypothesis, an
exploratory data analysis was performed to check whether
variables could predict the recalled pain. The variable selec
tion was based on a data mining algorithm. About 60% of the
variance was accounted for by six variables in model (F
(6,28) = 6.66, p < 0.001), presented in Table 4.
In this model, the pain intensity experienced after complet
ing the marathon was the most influential predictor of recalled
memory (β = 0.620, p < 0.001). Negative and positive affective
states were particularly related to the outcome, with negative
affect proportionally related to the recalled memory. Thus, the
higher the negative affect, the more intense the recalled pain
was (β = 0.316, p = 0.029). Conversely, positive affect was
inversely related to memory recall (β = −0.289, p = 0.039).
Moreover, participants running a marathon for their first time
recalled more intense levels of pain in comparison to
a veterans’ recalled pain (β = 0.307, p = 0.039). Running
alone or self-reporting as an athlete did not reach significance.
Figure 1 shows the main results.

Discussion
This study sought to investigate the influence of time and
affect on the participants’ pain memory induced by running
Table 3 Linear Mixed Model Results
Predictor

b

Std.
Error

df

t

p

(Intercept)
Time

7.470
0.579

1.184
0.674

54
54

6.308
0.860

< 0.001
0.394

Positive affect
Time x Positive

−0.029
−0.001

0.029
0.017

54
54

−0.981
−0.033

0.331
0.974

affect
REML criterion at convergence: 516
R2c = 0.540

Table 2 Differences Between Experienced and Recalled Pain and Affective States
Variable

M ± SD

t(df)

p

d

Pain intensity
Experienced

6.64 ± 2.84

3.41 (55)

< 0.001

0.45 (0.17–0.72)

Recalled

5.79 ± 2.57

25.87 (107)

< 0.001

3.36 (2.70–4.03)

Affective State
Positive affect

38.09 ± 10.18

Negative Affect

11.73 ± 3.94
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Table 4 Exploratory Results
Predictor

b

Std. Error

β (Std. b)

t

p

0.881
0.713

4.317
0.152

0.62

0.204
4.7

0.84
< 0.001

Negative affect

0.411

0.179

0.316

2.305

0.029

Positive affect
First marathon [yes]

−0.139
1.811

0.064
0.838

−0.289
0.307

−2.171
2.162

0.039
0.039

(Intercept)
Experienced pain

Run alone [yes]
Age

1.48

0.76

0.255

1.946

0.062

−0.017

0.036

−0.058

−0.472

0.64

F(6,28) = 6.66, p < 0.001
R2 = 0.588
Abbreviation: Std, standardized.

a marathon. One of the findings is that pain induced by
running a marathon is misremembered. After a six-month
delay, the pain was remembered as less intense than it had
initially been, which is convergent to the first hypothesis. In
turn, the pain memory faded similarly in all participants,
regardless of whether they experienced a high or low level
of positive affect after reaching the marathon line. This
latter data did not directly support the second hypothesis.
Further explanatory secondary analyses, to a lesser degree,
suggested that both positive and negative affect experienced
upon completing the marathon influenced the memory of
pain induced by running on certain occasions.
Previous studies have shown that pain memory could
be accurate,26,27,44–46 but is often overestimated.6,10,14,24
Although possible, underestimating past pain is rare, and
seems to apply to acute but not chronic pain.8,28,47–49 It has
been suggested that the positive context of a painful
experience may be an essential factor contributing to the
underestimation of the memory of pain.3 Indeed, an under
estimation of the memory of pain was found for labor
pain3,50 and pain induced by physical exercise.18,20,21
The current study is in line with these precedent findings,
that pain induced by running a marathon was underesti
mated over time.
In the present study, a distortion of pain memory was
observed six months after completing a marathon. This
result is in line with the previous study.20 However, other
findings show that the memory of pain induced by physi
cal exercise may be distorted much earlier, after three
months20 or even one month.21 One study suggests that
changes in the memory of pain induced by physical effort
can start about a week after the pain.21 Thus, it seems that

Journal of Pain Research 2022:15

the memory of pain induced by physical exercise is under
estimated, regardless of the length of delay between the
pain experience and its recall.
The role of experienced pain and negative affect as
predictors of acute pain recall is emphasized in the
model proposed by Gedney and Logan.24 According to
this model, the intensity of the experienced pain predicts
the memory of pain when the period of recall delay is
relatively short. Over time the importance of the affective
factor increases – affect associated with pain experience
provides cues for the reconstruction of pain memories. Our
data partially agreed with these authors, as they showed
that the pain felt after reaching the marathon line, as well
as positive and negative affect experienced at that moment
predicted the memory of pain induced by running
a marathon.
Previous studies investigating the memory of pain
induced by running a marathon confirmed the experienced
pain’s predictive role.20,21 One of these studies also
showed that the relationship between experienced and
recalled pain was mediated by pain present at the moment
of recall.21 Another study also corroborates the impact of
negative affectivity on the memory of pain induced by
physical exercise, wherein negative affect and pain result
ing from running predicted the memory of pain three and
six months after the marathon.20 However, the current
study suggests that the third factor, ie positive affect,
unaddressed in the model of acute pain recall,24 should
preliminarily be considered a predictor of the memory of
this type of pain.
In the current study, the forgetting trend was not parti
cularly salient for those participants experiencing higher
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Figure 1 Significant predictors of the memory of pain.

positive emotional states after the marathon. Therefore, in
our study, the second hypothesis was not supported by the
data. To a lesser extent, a data mining process was con
ducted and revealed that positive and negative affective
state had significant results after statistical controls were
implemented. Although this is a secondary outcome, data
demonstrated that positive affect was found to influence
the recall. The obtained data showed that the negative
affect was proportionally related, while the positive affect
was inversely related to pain memory. As standardized
coefficients are measures of effect size, we suggest that
negative affect has a stronger influence than its positive
counterpart on memory recall.51 We stress that this result
does not alter or challenge the lack of support found for
this hypothesis in the primary analyses, however, the
exploratory analysis suggested that positive affect might
contribute to an underestimation in the memory of pain
induced by physical exercise.
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The effect of positive affect on the memory of pain was
previously shown for pain resulting from experimental
stimulation,8 labor,3 dental procedures,9,27 migraine,46
and surgery.29 Accordingly, positive affect influences the
memory of pain experienced due to positive events, such
as physical exercise or giving birth, and negative and
uncontrolled ones, such as migraine.52 However, it may
be of particular importance in memory of pain associated
with positive events.
Running a marathon, like giving birth, might lead to
a significant increase in beta-endorphin and oxytocin con
centration, which can modify the encoding of negative
aspects in these experiences. It is hypothesized that oxy
tocin can inhibit the action of the central nucleus of the
amygdala (CeA), which is involved in memory
consolidation.30 It has also been found that post-training
administration of sub-analgesic doses of beta-endorphin
causes retrograde amnesia.53
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In the light of these data, the question arises of whether
participants’ memory of pain induced by physical exercise
was distorted or rather participants did not have enough
opportunity to encode and consolidate their pain-related
experiences. This study demonstrates the need for further
research on the memory of pain which accompanies posi
tive events.
Interestingly, participants who run a marathon for the first
time recalled pain induced by running as more intense than
veterans did. It seems this could also be related to the affect
accompanying this experience. Those who have run
a marathon several times might have found this experience
predictable and more controllable than first-time runners,
which might positively influence their mood. In turn, positive
affect could impact processing the pain-related information.
This result indicates that both expectancies and emotions
related to the potentially painful situation might affect the
memory of pain, and future research should consider the con
tribution of both cognitive and affective factors to the distortion
of pain memory. No differences between male and females
were found, which may be explained by the distance and length
of a marathon. Previous evidence has shown that the longer the
distance, the less of a gap between men and women.54
Some limitations of the study should be addressed.
First, the observational design does not allow commenting
on causality. Second, this study’s results should be gener
alized with caution to pain induced by other modes of
physical exercise. Third, neither affect nor pain experi
enced at the moment of recall was controlled for.
Previous studies showed that these factors might affect
pain memory.3,21 Therefore, we cannot rule out that parti
cipants underestimated the experienced pain because they
presented positive affect when replying to the survey. We
also highlight that the positive and negative emotional
valence relied on exploratory analyses, and future studies
on the effect of mood on the memory of pain is required to
check the stability of this finding.
In sum, this study appears to be the first showing that
positive affect predicts the memory of pain induced by
physical exercise. This study and previous studies on
other types of pain show that positive and negative emo
tions accompany pain, and both of them influence the
memory of pain. Thereby, this study’s results provide
further evidence to extend the model of acute pain
recall.24 The obtained result also confirms previous find
ings showing that pain induced by physical effort is
remembered as less intense. However, more research is
needed to investigate whether the memory of pain
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induced by physical exercise becomes distorted over
time, or whether the negative aspects of this painful
experience are not encoded.

Conclusion
Memory in general, and memory of pain specifically, is
a reconstructive process in which biases, distortions, and errors
are present. In this study, we explored the influence of time and
affective states on participant’s memory of pain induced by
running a marathon. The results mainly strengthen previous
findings delimitating that pain induced by physical effort is
remembered as less intense. The results of this study suggest
that positive affect along with negative affect may be consid
ered a predictor of pain memory distortion.
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